Units in the Dirichlet algebra.
As is well known [1, 2] , if / and g are arithmetic functions and we define fg(n) = Σφ f(d)g (n/d) and (/+ S)( n ) -f( n ) + g( n )> the resulting system forms an integral domain D called the Dirichlet algebra. The multiplicative identity δ is defined by δ(l) = 1, δ(n) = 0 if n > I. Every nonzero function / has a norm Nf, defined to be the smallest n such that/(«) φ 0; it follows that N(fg) = NfNg. There are infinitely many units in D, namely the functions of norm 1. The set of nonunits forms an ideal which is not principal, so D is not a principal ideal domain or a Euclidean domain. However, D has the unique prime factorization property, as was first shown by Cashwell and Everett [1] , and it follows that any two arithmetic functions, not both zero, have a greatest common divisor (GCD), unique to within multiplication by a unit.
To simplify the treatment of units in this paper, we identify a standard form such that each nonzero associate class of arithmetic functions contains exactly one in standard form. Namely, if Nf= a, we say that/is in standard form if f(na) = δ(n) for all n. LEMMA 
Let f be any nonzero arithmetic function (i.e., not identically zero). There is a unique unit u such that uf is in standard form.

Proof. Let Nf-a. The condition Σφ fl u(d)f(na/d) = 8(n) gives a recursive formula for w, starting with u(\) -\/f{a), and u(n) is then determined uniquely in terms of values u(k),k<n.
We shall denote by L the GCD, in standard form, of two nonzero arithmetic functions h 0 and h x . Thus L is that unique common divisor of h 0 and h λ which is in standard form and has maximum norm.
A derivative-like operator.
Throughout the rest of the paper, let p denote a fixed prime number. Let r be the fixed arithmetic function defined by
iίn-p,
Consider the mapping/ ->/' of D into D defined by f\n) -f{np) for all n.
It follows from the definition of norm that
with equality holding if and only iίp \ Nf.
We also verify readily that
Since the product rule (2) is suggestive of that for a derivation, we shall refer to/' as the derivative of/. It follows from (2) 
This is proved by induction, making use of (3). Also by induction we establish a formula for the first derivative of a kίh power,
and, applying the binomial theorem, Now suppose /' ^ 0 (0 being the zero element of D). From (5) we find that if we start with a power/*, differentiate it and then divide by rf\ and repeat this process successively, a total of k times, the result is δ. This leads to the following principle.
LEMMA 2. Let P(f) be a polynomial in /, of positive degree k, each coefficient being an arithmetic function with zero derivative. Assume P(f) = 0. Thenf = 0.
Proof. Suppose/' φ 0. Apply k successive operations, of the type just described, to both sides of the equation P(f) -0. On the right side we obtain 0, and on the left side the leading coefficient of P, which is not zero. In the first sum, the summand is zero if j < a or j > a, so the only contributing term is f (a) g (b) = δ. In the second sum, the summand is always zero. Thus h {a+b) = δ, so h is in standard form. Now suppose g and h are in standard form. The left side of (6) is δ, and we may rewrite (6) in the form > t/pj if j > 1. By (1) and (3) (b~j) . Therefore each term in the sum in (7) has norm greater than (t/p J ) -p j -t, which contradicts our assumption that the norm of this sum is t. Thus/ (α) = δ, so/is in standard form.
Functions of prime
By repeated application of Lemma 3 it follows that, if h is in standard form and is a product of several functions, then h is also the product of the corresponding standard forms of these functions. In this context, the theorem of Cashwell and Everett can be stated in the following unit-free form:
If Nh is a power of/?, and h is in standard form, then h is a product of prime factors each in standard form, uniquely except for the order of arranging the factors. Proof. With the aid of (4), and using the fact that /' = δ, the sum can be rewritten as -rΛ (/c+1) has zero derivative by (3), so r -f has zero derivative by Lemma 2, so/ 7 = r' = δ. The constant term, when P is written in powers of /, is
, which shows that a -1 and/is in standard form.
Note that P(f) is of degree c in / and is monic, since the coefficient of/ (c) is (-l)*δ, a unit. For later use we write out the polynomials /*(/), in powers of / rather than r -/, for the cases c -2, c -3 and c = 4, respectively:
From (8) To facilitate the further discussion of polynomials with coefficients in Z), it will be convenient to regard them as polynomials over K, the field of quotients of D. This simplifies the proofs of some of the following theorems, and justifies the use of long division of polynomials in § §5 through 7. 
The roots of Q lying in D are exactly the divisors of h of norm p c~\ in standard form.
where P is the polynomial of Theorem 1. If A = /g, with/in standard form and of norm/?^1, then g = h/f is in standard form and of norm p, and
. Also by Theorem 1, A//is in standard form, so/is in standard form.
When c = 3 or c = 4, <2(/) is respectively, We ask whether the formula Δh/ΔW for L as a quotient of two DP's could be written as a single DP. The answer is negative. Proof. Here (and later, when Nh 0 = Nh x ) it is convenient to introduce a numerical parameter x by defining, for all«, h x (n) = (l-x)h 0 (n) + xh ι (n).
Then, for every x 9 the function A x is in standard form and has the same norm as A o and h λ \ also, (
Suppose there exists a DP as described in the theorem. In this expression replace h x by h x = h o + JCΔA, and h\ by h' o + xΔh\ For fixed «, the value of this expression is a polynomial in x which is equal to L(n) for each x^O. Therefore L is equal to the sum of those terms of the DP not containing JC, i.e. not containing ΔA or ΔA'. Thus L -(A o , Aj) is represented by a formula independent of A l5 which is absurd.
The case Nh 0 = /?
2 , iV/^ = p 3 . We assume A o t A 1? so L must be either δ or of norm p. In the latter case, /= L is a common root of the quadratic polynomial (8) formed taking h = Λ o , and the cubic polynomial (9) formed taking h = h v Dividing the former into the latter yields a linear remainder
of which L is also a root. Thus there is just one possible value for L, and it is a DRF in Λ o and Λj. or p. We assume first the former case and use the "h x method" introduced in §4. L is a root of (11) with A replaced by Λ x , for every x. We may equate to zero, in particular, the x 2 -component of (11), which gives ΔAΔA"L -(ΔA) 2 = 0, or L = ΔA/ΔA".
We turn to the more difficult case NL -p. L is a common root of the two polynomials (9) formed using A o and h λ respectively. The difference of these two polynomials is (14) ΔA"/ 2 ~ (ΔA' + rΔA")/+ ΔA, and L is a root of this. If ΔA" = 0, we obtain immediately L = ΔA/ΔA'. If we assume ΔA" φ 0, and divide the quadratic polynomial (14) into the cubic polynomial (9) corresponding to Λ o , the constant term of the linear remainder is, apart from a nonzero factor δ/(ΔA") 2 ,
A 0 (ΔA") 2 -Λ' 0 'ΔΛΔΛ" + ΔAΔΛ' -rΔAΔA".
We shall show that (15) is not zero. This will guarantee that the linear remainder is not identically zero, and, since its coefficients are DP's and L is a root of it, we shall obtain a DRF for L. Suppose then that (15) is zero and ΔA" Φ 0. Divide (15) by L and rewrite in the form
Since h o /L and ΔΛ/L are relatively prime, the former divides A' 0 'ΔA" -ΔA' + rΔA". This last quantity is not zero but has zero second derivative, which contradicts the fact that it is divisible by A o /L, of norm/? 2 . After specifically carrying out the long division outlined above, and rewriting the resulting DRF in a form symmetric in A o and h l9 we may summarize these results as follows. In proving the theorem as stated, we may assume We may further assume A o ^ h x and L^δ, so NL is either p 3 , p 2 or p. In the first case, by applying the "h x method" to (12), and setting the (14) into the quartic polynomial (10) corresponding to A o , we obtain a linear remainder whose constant term, apart from a nonzero factor δ/(ΔA") 3 , is of form A 0 (ΔA") 3 -/ΔA, where / is a DP having zero third derivative. As for (15), we are able to argue that this constant term is not zero. For if it were zero, we would have that A o /L divides /ΔA/L, and therefore
, this contradicts the fact that /'" = 0. Therefore the above linear remainder is not zero, and, since L is its root, we obtain a DRF for L.
If ΔA'" Φ0, divide the cubic (17) into the quartic polynomial (10) corresponding to A o . The quadratic remainder R has constant term, apart from a nonzero factor, (18) A 0 (ΔA'") 2 -A' 0 "ΔAΔA'" + ΔAΔA" -rΔAΔA'".
Arguing as for (15) we see that (18) is not zero, so R is not identically zero. If R is in fact a linear polynomial we are through, since its coefficients are DP's and its root is L.
Suppose R is of degree 2, with second root say / 0 ; f Q lies in K, the field of quotients of D. We may assume / 0 is also a common root of the two polynomials (10) corresponding to h 0 and h λ , for otherwise division of R into one of these polynomials will produce a linear polynomial with DP coefficients having L as its root, and we are through. Since (10) is monic, / 0 lies in D, and by Theorem 1 / 0 is a common divisor of h 0 and h x , of norm /? and in standard form. Thus / 0 = L, so L is a double root of Λ. Therefore the discriminant of R if zero, and we obtain a DRF for L.
We (T, when written out fully, has 38 distinct terms, and its coefficients B and C exhibit irregular patterns of formation, as contrasted with the coefficients of the polynomials P and Q of Theorems 1 and 3. Also, in contrast with P and Q, it is not known that every root of T lying in D is in standard form.)
Proof, First suppose h -fg, with /, g in standard form and Nf = Ng -p 2 . By repeated differentiation of h we obtain h=fg 9 (20) h'=f'g+fg'-rf'g>,
Between these four equations in/,/', g, g' we wish to eliminate/', g f and g. We first solve (22) for/' and substitute in (20) and (21); then by adding multiples of (20) and (21) 
and L is a root of F. If ΔA'" = 0 we get L = ΔA/ΔA", so we assume henceforth that ΔA'" ^ 0.
LEMMA 5. Lei / fee any root of V lying in D. Then f\ ΔA and f" = δ.
Proof. The first assertion follows as in the proof of Theorem 9. To prove that/" = δ, we notice that, by analogy with the polynomial (11) of Theorem 3, we can rewrite the equation V(f) -0 in the form
By Lemma 2 the derivative of rΔA'" -ΔA// is zero; that is, ΔA r// = (ΔA//)'. If we now divide each term of (23) by/ 2 , differentiate each term and replace (ΔA//) r by ΔA'", and then factor ΔA'" from each term, we obtain the equation ΔA'"/' -ΔA" -rΔA'" + ΔA//= 0.
Again differentiating both sides, replacing (ΔA//)' by ΔA'" and factoring out ΔA'", we obtain simply/" -δ = 0.
The proof of Theorem 8 is now completed as follows. Referring to the paragraph preceding Lemma 5, the coefficient of x 2 in T(f) is a quartic polynomial in /, and the remainder when it is divided by the cubic polynomial V has constant term (apart from a nonzero factor) exactly equal to (18). The proof used earlier when NL -p serves also to show that (18) is not zero in the present case. Let W denote this remainder, having nonzero constant term. W is a linear or quadratic polynomial having L as a root. If W is linear, we are through.
Suppose Wis of degree 2, with second root say/; f λ lies in the field K. We may assume/ is also a common root of the two polynomials (19) corresponding to Λ o and h l9 and also a root of V 9 for otherwise division of W into one of these three polynomials will produce a linear polynomial with DP coefficients having L as a root, and we are through. Since (19) is monic, f x lies in D, and by Theorem 9 f x is a common divisor of h 0 and A l5 of norm/?
2 . Also, since/! is a root of Fwe have//' -δ by Lemma 5, so/ t is in standard form. Thus f x = L, so L is a double root of ίΓ. Therefore the discriminant of W is zero, and we obtain again a DRF for L. 
